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Guide for Suggested Talking Points

I. Brief Overview

A. Present main points from:
   Re-Engaging Students in Learning at School - Excerpted from the Winter 2002 Addressing Barriers to Learning newsletter (Vol. 7, #1).
   1. The introduction provides a brief description of what is happening in schools currently.
   2. Note the section entitled "It's About Motivation - Especially Intrinsic Motivation," which provides information regarding matching individual differences in motivation.
   3. Two Key Components of Motivation: Valuing and Expectations are discussed
   4. Motivation theory is explored


   1. This article examines the way in which classroom content and outcomes expand to provide a range of interesting options.
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A. Talking with Kids
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   1. These “practice notes” outline the benefits of using volunteers to help enhance a student’s motivation and skills. Volunteers can also help counter the negative effects that arise when a student has a difficulty adjusting to school.

D. Creating Caring Classrooms & Schools

   1. Learning and teaching are experienced most positively when the learner cares about learning and the teacher cares about teaching. These “practice notes” look at the elements in enhancing classroom approaches for addressing barriers to learning.
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A. Using a “Prereferral Intervention Process” to Re-engage Students in Learning
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   4. Guiding the Re-negotiation Process

IV. Additional Resources

A. Quick Find on Student Motivation (printer-friendly format) To view the web-based quick find on Student Motivation, click here.

B. Quick Find on Environments that Support Learning (printer-friendly format) To view the web-based quick find on Environments That Support Learning, click here.

C. Quick Find on Re-engaging Students in Learning (printer-friendly format) To view the web-based quick find on Classroom Focused Enabling, click here.
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I suspect that many children would learn arithmetic, and learn it better, if it were illegal.  
John Holt

Re-engaging Students in Learning at School

Student disengagement in schooling is a fundamental barrier to well-being. Thus, re-engaging students in classroom learning must be a fundamental focus for all who are concerned about learning, behavior, and emotional problems.

A cornerstone of mental health in schools and other enterprises for addressing barriers to learning must incorporate strategies for re-engaging and then maintaining the engagement of students in classroom learning. This means that all of us must appreciate and do something about helping teachers address these matters. It is absolutely essential to do so if the phrase “leave no child behind” is to have real meaning.

An unfortunate reality is that strategies for ensuring no child is left behind differ in different schools. Take teaching for example. In general, teaching involves being able to apply strategies focused on content to be taught and knowledge and skills to be acquired – with some degree of attention given to the process of engaging students. This works fine in schools where most students come each day ready and able to deal with what the teacher is ready and able to teach.

Indeed, teachers are blessed when they have a classroom where the majority of students show up and are receptive to the planned lessons.

In schools that are the greatest focus of public criticism, this certainly is not the case. What most of us realize, at least at some level, is that teachers in such settings are confronted with an entirely different teaching situation. Among the various supports they absolutely must have are ways to re-engage students who have become disengaged and often resistant to broad-band teaching approaches. To the dismay of most teachers, however, approaches for re-engaging students in learning rarely are a prominent part of pre or in-service preparation and seldom are the focus of strategies pursued by professionals whose role is to support teachers and students.

What is Happening in Schools Currently?

It is commonplace to find that, when a student is not engaged in the lessons at hand, the youngster may engage in activity that disrupts. Teachers and other staff try to cope. The emphasis is on classroom management. At one time, a heavy dose of punishment was the dominant approach. Currently, the stress is on more positive practices designed to provide “behavior support” (including a variety of out-of-the-classroom interventions). For the most part, however, the strategies are applied as a form of social control aimed directly at stopping disruptive behavior. An often stated assumption is that stopping the behavior will make the student amenable to teaching. In a few cases, this may be so. However, the assumption ignores all the work that has led to understanding psychological reactance. Moreover, it belies the reality that so many students continue to do poorly in terms of academic achievement and the fact that dropout rates continue to be staggering.

The argument sometimes is made that the above problems simply reflect the failure of the system to do a good job in implementing social control and other socialization practices. But, probably the more basic system failure is how little attention is directed at...
helping teachers engage and maintain the engagement of students in learning. And, when they encounter a student who has disengaged and is misbehaving, the need shouldn’t be first and foremost on social control but on strategies that have the greatest likelihood of re-engaging the student in classroom learning.

It’s About Motivation – Especially Intrinsic Motivation

Engaging and re-engaging students in learning, of course, is the facet of teaching that draws on what is known about human motivation. What is widely taught as good strategies for dealing with student misbehavior seldom reflects what most of us intuitively understand about human motivation. In particular, intuitive understanding of the importance of intrinsic motivation gives way to over-dependence on reinforcement theory.

Let’s review some basics. Learning is a result of the transactions between learner and environment. The essence of teaching is creating an environment that first can mobilize the learner to pursue the curriculum and then can maintain that mobilization, while effectively facilitating learning. And, when a student disengages, re-engagement in learning depends on use of interventions that reduce factors that interfere with and enhance those that increase interest and/or capability.

Of course, no teacher, parent, or counselor can control all the key motivational factors. Indeed, as interveners, we can actually affect only a relatively small segment of the physical environment and social context in which learning occurs. In doing so, we try to maximize the likelihood that opportunities to learn are a good fit with the current capabilities of a given student. And, we should also place the same emphasis on matching individual differences in motivation. This means, for example, attending to:

C Motivation as a readiness concern. Optimal performance and learning require motivational readiness. The absence of such readiness can cause and/or maintain problems. If a student does not have enough motivational readiness, strategies must be implemented to develop it (including ways to reduce avoidance motivation). Readiness should not be viewed in the old sense of waiting until an individual is interested. Rather, it should be understood in the contemporary sense of establishing environments that are perceived by students as caring, supportive places and as offering stimulating activities that are valued and challenging, and doable.

C Motivation as a key ongoing process concern. Many students are caught up in novelty when a subject is new, but after a few lessons, interest often wanes. Students may be motivated by the idea of obtaining a given outcome but may not be motivated to pursue certain processes and thus may not pay attention or may try to avoid them. Students may be motivated to start to work on overcoming their problems but may not maintain their motivation. Strategies must be designed to elicit, enhance, and maintain motivation so that a student stays mobilized.

C Minimizing negative motivation and avoidance reactions as process and outcome concerns. Teachers and others at a school not only must try to increase motivation – especially intrinsic motivation – but also take care to avoid or at least minimize conditions that decrease motivation or produce negative motivation. For example, care must be taken not to over-rely on extrinsics to entice and reward because to do so may decrease intrinsic motivation. At times, school is seen as unchallenging, uninteresting, overdemanding, overwhelming, overcontrolling, nonsupportive, or even hostile. When this happens, a student may develop negative attitudes and avoidance related to a given situation (and over time) related to school and all it represents.

C Enhancing intrinsic motivation as a basic outcome concern. It is essential to enhance motivation as an outcome so the desire to pursue a given area (e.g., reading) increasingly is a positive intrinsic attitude that mobilizes learning outside the teaching situation. Achieving such an outcome involves use of strategies that do not overly rely on extrinsic rewards and that do enable students to play a meaningful role in making decisions related to valued options. In effect, enhancing intrinsic motivation is a fundamental protective factor and is the key to developing resiliency.

Increasing intrinsic motivation involves affecting a student’s thoughts, feelings, and decisions. In general, the intent is to use procedures that can potentially reduce negative and increase positive feelings, thoughts, and coping strategies with respect to learning. For learning and behavior problems, this means especially identifying and minimizing experiences that maintain or may increase avoidance motivation. This especially means avoiding processes that make students feel controlled and coerced, that limit the range of options with regard to materials, and that limit the focus to a day-in, day-out emphasis on problems to be remedied. Such processes are likely to produce avoidance reactions and thus reduce opportunities for positive learning and for development of positive attitudes.

( cont. on page 5)
Two Key Components of Motivation: Valuing and Expectations

External reinforcement may indeed get a particular act going and may lead to its repetition, but it does not nourish, reliably, the long course of learning by which [one] slowly builds in [one’s] own way a serviceable model of what the world is and what it can be.

Jerome Bruner

Two common reasons people give for not bothering to learn something are ‘It’s not worth it’ and "I know I won't be able to do it." In general, the amount of time and energy spent on an activity seems dependent on how much the activity is valued by the person and on the person's expectation that what is valued will be attained without too much cost.

About Valuing. What makes something worth doing? Prizes? Money? Merit awards? Praise? Certainly! We all do a great many things, some of which we don't even like to do, because the activity leads to a desired reward. Similarly, we often do things to escape punishment or other negative consequences that we prefer to avoid.

Rewards and punishments may be material or social. For those with learning, behavior, and emotional problems, there has been widespread use of such "incentives" (e.g., systematically giving points or tokens that can be exchanged for candy, prizes, praise, free time, or social interactions). Punishments have included loss of free time and other privileges, added work, fines, isolation, censure, and suspension. Grades have been used both as rewards and punishments. Because people will do things to obtain rewards or avoid punishment, rewards and punishment often are called reinforcers. Because they generally come from sources outside the person, they often are called extrinsics.

Extrinsic reinforcers are easy to use and can immediately affect behavior. Therefore, they have been widely adopted in the fields of special education and psychology. Unfortunately, the immediate effects are usually limited to very specific behaviors and often are short-term. Moreover, extensive use of extrinsics can have some undesired effects. And, sometimes the available extrinsics simply aren't powerful enough to get the desired results.

It is important to remember that what makes some extrinsic factor rewarding is the fact that it is experienced by the recipient as a reward. What makes it a highly valued reward is that the recipient highly values it. If someone doesn't like candy, there is not much point in offering it as a reward. Furthermore, because the use of extrinsics has limits, it's fortunate that people often do things even without apparent extrinsic reason. In fact, a lot of what people learn and spend time doing is done for intrinsic reasons. Curiosity is a good example. Curiosity seems to be an innate quality that leads us to seek stimulation, avoid boredom, and learn a great deal.

People also pursue some things because of what has been described as an innate striving for competence. Most of us value feeling competent. We try to conquer some challenges, and if none are around, we usually seek one out. Of course, if the challenges confronting us seem unconquerable or make us too uncomfortable (e.g., too anxious or exhausted), we try to put them aside and move on to something more promising.

Another important intrinsic motivator appears to be an internal push toward self-determination. People seem to value feeling and thinking they have some degree of choice and freedom in deciding what to do. And, human beings also seem intrinsically moved toward establishing and maintaining relationships. That is, we value the feeling of interpersonal connection.

About Expectations. We may value something a great deal; but if we believe we can't do it or can't obtain it without paying too great a personal price, we are likely to look for other valued activities and outcomes to pursue. Expectations about these matters are influenced by previous experiences.

Previously unsuccessful arenas usually are seen as unlikely paths to valued extrinsic rewards or intrinsic satisfactions. We may perceive past failure as the result of our lack of ability; or we may believe that more effort was required than we were willing to give. We may also feel that the help we needed to succeed was not available. If our perception is that very little has changed with regard to these factors, our expectation of succeeding now will be rather low.

In general, then, what we value interacts with our expectations, and motivation is one product of this interaction (see next page).

There are many intervention implications for all staff to derive from understanding intrinsic motivation. For example, mobilizing and maintaining student motivation depends on how a classroom program addresses concerns about valuing and expectations. Schools and classrooms that offer a broad range of opportunities (e.g., content, outcomes, procedural options) and involve students in decision making are best equipped to meet the challenge.

(continued on page 6)

Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed people can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.

Margaret Mead
A Bit of Theory

Motivation theory has many facets. At the risk of over simplifying things, the following discussion is designed to make a few big points.

\[ E \times V \]

*Can you decipher this? (Don't go on until you've tried.)*

Hint: the "x" is a multiplication sign.

In case the equation stumped you, don't be surprised. The main introduction to motivational thinking that many people have been given in the past involves some form of reinforcement theory (which essentially deals with extrinsic motivation). Thus, all this may be new to you, even though motivational theorists have been wrestling with it for a long time, and intuitively, you probably understand much of what they are talking about.

“E” represents an individual’s *expectations* about outcome (in school often this is about expectations of success or failure). “V” represents *valuing*, with valuing influenced by both intrinsic values and extrinsic reinforcers, albeit in a somewhat less than intuitive way. Thus, in a general sense, motivation can be thought of in terms of expectancy times valuing. *Such theory recognizes that human beings are thinking and feeling organisms and that intrinsic factors can be powerful motivators. This understanding of human motivation has major implications for learning, teaching, parenting, and mental health interventions.*

Within some limits (which we need not discuss here), high expectations and high valuing produce high motivation, while low expectations (E) and high valuing (V) produce relatively weak motivation.

David greatly values the idea of improving his reading. He is unhappy with his limited skills and knows he would feel a lot better about himself if he could read. But, as far as he is concerned, everything his reading teacher asks him to do is a waste of time. He’s done it all before, and he still has a reading problem. Sometimes he will do the exercises, but just to earn points to go on a field trip and to avoid the consequences of not cooperating. Often, however, he tries to get out of doing his work by distracting the teacher. After all, why should he do things he is certain won’t help him read any better.

\[(\text{Expectancy} \times \text{Valuing} = \text{Motivation} \quad 0 \times 1.0 = 0)\]

High expectations paired with low valuing also yield low approach motivation. Thus, the oft-cited remedial strategy of guaranteeing success by designing tasks to be very easy is not as simple a recipe as it sounds. Indeed, the approach is likely to fail if the outcome (e.g., improved reading, learning math fundamentals, applying social skills) is not valued or if the tasks are experienced as too boring or if doing them is seen as too embarrassing. In such cases, a strong negative value is attached to the activities, and this contributes to avoidance motivation.

\[(\text{Expectancy} \times \text{Valuing} = \text{Motivation} \quad 1.0 \times 0 = 0)\]

*Motivation is not something that can be determined solely by forces outside the individual. Others can plan activities and outcomes to influence motivation and learning; however, how the activities and outcomes are experienced determines whether they are pursued (or avoided) with a little or a lot of effort and ability. Appropriate appreciation of this fact is necessary in designing a match for optimal learning and performance.*
Overreliance on Extrinsic: A Bad Match

A growing appreciation of the importance of a student's perceptions has led researchers to important findings about some undesired effects resulting from overreliance on extrinsics. Would offering you a reward for reading this material make you more highly motivated? Maybe. But a reward might also reduce your motivation for pursuing the topic in the future. Why might this happen? You might perceive the proposed reward as an effort to control your behavior. Or you may see it as an indication that the activity needs to be rewarded to make you want to do it. Such perceptions may start you thinking and feeling differently about what you have been doing. For example, you may start to resent the effort to control or bribe you. Or you may begin to think there must be something wrong with the activity if someone has to offer a reward for doing it. Also, later you may come to feel that the topic is not worth pursuing any longer because no reward is being offered.

Any of these thoughts and feelings may cause you to shift the intrinsic value you originally placed on learning about the topic. The point is that extrinsic rewards can undermine intrinsic reasons for doing things. Although this may not always be a bad thing, it is an important consideration in deciding to rely on extrinsic reinforcers.

Because of the prominent role they play in school programs, grading, testing, and other performance evaluations are a special concern in any discussion of the overreliance on extrinsics as a way to reinforce positive learning. Although grades often are discussed as simply providing information about how well a student is doing, many, if not most, students perceive each grade as a reward or a punishment.

The point for emphasis here is that engaging and re-engaging students in learning involves matching motivation. Matching motivation requires an appreciation of the importance of a student's perceptions in determining the right mix of intrinsic and extrinsic reasons. It also requires understanding the key role played by expectations related to outcome.

Re-Engagement in School Learning

For motivated students, facilitating learning is a fairly straightforward matter and fits well with school improvements that primarily emphasize enhancing instructional practices. The focus is on helping establish ways for students who are motivationally ready and able to achieve and, in the process, maintain and hopefully enhance their motivation. The process involves knowing when, how, and what to teach and also knowing when and how to structure the situation so they can learn on their own. However, students who manifest learning, behavior, and/or emotional problems often have developed extremely negative perceptions of teachers, programs, and school in general. Any effort to re-engage these students must begin by recognizing such perceptions. That is, the first step in addressing the problem is for the school leadership to acknowledge its nature and scope. Then, school support staff and teachers must work together to pursue a major initiative focused on re-engaging those who have become disengaged and reversing conditions that led to the problem.

Given appropriate commitment in policy and practice, there are four general strategies we recommend for all working with disengaged students (e.g., teachers, support staff, administrators):

**Clarifying student perceptions of the problem** – Talk openly with students about why they have become disengaged so that steps can be planned for how to alter the negative perceptions of disengaged students and prevent others from developing such perceptions.

(continued on page 8)


**Reframing school learning** – In the case of those who have become disengaged, it is unlikely that they will be open to schooling that looks like "the same old thing." Major changes in approach are required if they are even to perceive that anything has changed. Minimally, exceptional efforts must be made to have these students (a) view the teacher as supportive (rather than controlling and indifferent) and (b) perceive content, outcomes, and activity options as personally valuable and obtainable. It is important, for example, to eliminate threatening evaluative measures; reframe content and processes to clarify purpose in terms of real life needs and experiences and underscore how it all builds on previous learning; and clarify why procedures can be effective – especially those designed to help correct specific problems.

**Renegotiating involvement in school learning** – New and mutual agreements must be developed and evolved over time through conferences with the student and where appropriate including parents. The intent is to affect perceptions of choice, value, and probable outcome. The focus throughout is on clarifying awareness of valued options, enhancing expectations of positive outcomes, and engaging the student in meaningful, ongoing decision making. For the process to be most effective, students should be assisted in sampling new processes and content, options should include valued enrichment opportunities, and there must be provision for reevaluating and modifying decisions as perceptions shift. In all this, it is essential to remember that effective decision making is a basic skill (as fundamental as the three Rs). Thus, if a student does not do well initially, this is not a reason to move away from student involvement in decision making. Rather, it is an assessment of a need and a reason to use the process not only for motivational purposes but also to improve this basic skill.

**Reestablishing and maintaining an appropriate working relationship** (e.g., through creating a sense of trust, open communication, providing support and direction as needed).

In applying the above strategies, maintaining re-engagement and preventing disengagement requires a continuous focus on:

- Censuring that the processes and content minimize threats to feelings of competence, self-determination, and relatedness to valued others, maximize such feelings, and highlight accomplishments (included here is an emphasis on a school enhancing public perception that it is a welcoming, caring, safe, and just institution)

- Cguiding motivated practice (e.g., providing opportunities for meaningful applications and clarifying ways to organize practice)

- Cproviding continuous information on learning and performance

- Cproviding opportunities for continued application and generalization (e.g., ways in which students can pursue additional, self-directed learning or can arrange for additional support and direction)

Obviously, it is no easy task to decrease well-assimilated negative attitudes and behaviors. And, the task is likely to become even harder with the escalation toward high-stakes testing policies (no matter how well-intentioned). It also seems obvious that, for many schools, enhanced achievement test scores will only be feasible when the large number of disengaged students are re-engaged in learning at school.

---

**Key Challenges for Support Staff, Teachers, & Administrators**

- CMinimize student disengagement and maximize re-engagement by moving school culture toward a greater focus on intrinsic motivation
- CMinimize psychological reactance and enhance perceptions that lead to re-engagement in learning at school by rethinking social control practices

---

**Resource and Training Aids**

The Center has developed a set of continuing education modules and an accompanying set of readings and tools entitled: *Enhancing Classroom Approaches for Addressing Barriers to Learning: Classroom-Focused Enabling*. Facets of these modules are incorporated into a Training Tutorial entitled: *Classroom Changes to Enhance & Re-engage Students in Learning* and a forthcoming Quick Training Aid on re-engaging students. These are downloadable at no cost from the website: http://smhp.psych.ucla.edu or ordered as hard copy. Also, you will find many resources relevant to this topic on the website’s QuickFind search. And, you can access other related resources through the Center’s “Gateway to a World of Resources.”

---

**A Few References**


A growing research literature is addressing these matters. Below is an excerpt from a recent review which concludes: *Engagement is associated with positive academic outcomes, including achievement and persistence in school; and it is higher in classrooms with supportive teachers and peers, challenging and authentic tasks, opportunities for choice, and sufficient structure.*

**Engagement is defined in three ways in the research literature:**

- **Behavioral engagement** draws on the idea of participation; it includes involvement in academic and social or extracurricular activities and is considered crucial for achieving positive academic outcomes and preventing dropping out.

- **Emotional engagement** encompasses positive and negative reactions to teachers, classmates, academics, and school and is presumed to create ties to an institution and influence willingness to do the work.

- **Cognitive engagement** draws on the idea of investment; it incorporates thoughtfulness and willingness to exert the effort necessary to comprehend complex ideas and master difficult skills.

**A Key Outcome of Engagement is Higher Achievement.** The evidence from a variety of studies is summarized to show that engagement positively influences achievement.

**A Key Outcome of Disengagement is Dropping Out.** The evidence shows behavioral disengagement is a precursor of dropping out.

**Antecedents of Engagement.** Antecedents can be organized into:

- **School level factors:** voluntary choice, clear and consistent goals, small size, student participation in school policy and management, opportunities for staff and students to be involved in cooperative endeavors, and academic work that allows for the development of products

- **Classroom Context:** Teacher support, peers, classroom structure, autonomy support, task characteristics

- **Individual Needs:** Need for relatedness, need for autonomy, need for competence

**Measurement of Engagement**

- **Behavioral Engagement:** conduct, work involvement, participation, persistence, (e.g., completing homework, complying with school rules, absent/tardy, off-task)

- **Emotional Engagement:** self-report related to feelings of frustration, boredom, interest, anger, satisfaction; student-teacher relations; work orientation

- **Cognitive Engagement:** investment in learning, flexible problems solving, independent work styles, coping with perceived failure, preference for challenge and independent mastery, commitment to understanding the work

LEARNER OPTIONS AND DECISION MAKING TO ENHANCE MOTIVATION AND LEARNING

If Maria dreams of being a musician and wants to spend time learning more about music, is this an option? If David’s great passion is collecting baseball cards and memorizing facts and statistics about the game, can his program include a project focusing on baseball? James is curious about electronics, but he doesn’t want to take a standard electric shop course because making buzzers and one-tube radios seems pretty far removed from television and computers. Can he have time to explore the topic in ways that uniquely interest him?

And if Maria, David, and James are allowed to pursue such content, what outcomes (skills, knowledge, and attitudes) and what level of competence (budding awareness -- moderate levels of mastery) should be expected from their activity?

Content and Outcome Options

From a motivational perspective, the answers to such questions are reasonably clear. Learners should be able to explore content that has personal value. In the process, they should be helped to pursue outcomes and levels of competence that reflect their continuing interest and effort (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Stipeck, 1988).

Most individuals will find personal reasons for acquiring basic skills and information while exploring intrinsically valued content. For example, the more James pursues his interest in electronics, the more he will discover that he needs to improve his reading and math skills. Thus, his ongoing exploration of electronics can indirectly lead to a personal desire to improve math and reading as he comes to view these skills as a means to his ends -- rather than as something everyone else wants him to do.

There are three ways in which classroom content and outcomes can be readily expanded to provide a broad range of interesting options. The first involves expanding options to include a wide sampling of topics that are currently popular with the majority of the students (see Feature 1). The second way involves asking students, especially those who still think there are too few positive options, to identify additional topics they would like to have included. Third, there are options the teacher identifies as important and worthwhile, which hopefully can be introduced in ways that expand student interests.

The more severe the student’s learning problem, the more that variations from established content and outcomes can be argued as worth offering to mobilize and maintain the student’s motivation. Indeed, with a severe motivation problem, it may be necessary to include options not usually offered to such students (e.g., auto mechanics, video production, photography, work experiences).

Even more controversial may be the necessity to allow such students to "opt out" of certain content courses (e.g., reading, math) for a while. This occurs most frequently with students whose failures have led them to strongly avoid particular subjects.

Along with strong dislikes, students with motivation problems often have an area of strong interest that can be made the focus of their program. The intent in doing so is to allow a youngster to explore some intriguing area in depth and in ways that uniquely interest him or her.

Actually, such a comprehensive discovery oriented project can be a useful option when any student wants to learn a great deal more about a topic. Projects give an intrinsic sense of form, direction, and immediacy to learning. (Any of the examples in Feature 1 may be undertaken as a project.)

Moreover, in pursuing comprehensive projects, students not only can discover more about a specific content area, they can also rediscover the personal value of improving reading, language, and other basic skills. After all, what makes certain skills "basic" is that they are necessary for pursuing many interests and tasks in daily living. When students come to understand this, they often develop a renewed interest in learning such basic skills.

Feature 1: Popular Content Options
The following topics have been extremely popular with the majority of students with whom we work. Although the topic may be one that is regularly taught in schools, the reference here is not to a set curriculum. Students usually are interested in how a topic relates to the world as they know it, or they are intrigued with some exotic subtopic. They do not want to pursue a set curriculum.

- Animals – care, training, and breeding; incubating chickens; learning about prehistoric and exotic animals and about those who live in special climates
- Arts and crafts – expressive drawing and painting, constructing and building, exploring the work of others
- Career and vocation – adolescents, in particular, often want presentations about opportunities to observe jobs that may be worth pursuing
- Computers – basic uses, graphics, language and logic
- Consumer activity – comparing prices, learning about false advertising and advertise gimmicks, learning how to find a particular product
- Cooking to eat and sell – food planning, purchasing, and preparation keyed to specific interests of the students involved
- Creative writing – fiction and poetry
- Cultures of other peoples – comparing the way one lives with how others live (e.g., rituals, beliefs, music, food, dress, art, education)
- Design – graphics, drafting, architecture, construction
- Drama – writing plays; acting, staging performances; observing and criticizing TV, film, and stage productions; learning more about favorite people and current trends in theater, film, and TV
- Driving – most teens have a strong interest in preparing for driving
- Health and safety – first aid, CPR, personal care, sex education
- History – specific events such as invention of the automobile, space exploration, World War II; the background to a current event, such as the turmoil in the Mideast
- Math puzzles and measurement – number and graph puzzlers; how to handle one's money; how to keep records on material related to one's hobby; how to measure in pursuing a particular interest, such as model building, wood construction, cooking, sewing, computers, video; how to compare sizes and weights; creative activities using math
- Motor trends – almost everything related to cars and motorcycles has proved to be of interest to one student or another
- Music – learning to play an instrument or sing, reading music, composing, learning more about favorite people and trends, reviewing and critiquing
- Newspaper and yearbook publication – all facets of planning, preparing, and distributing publications
- Photography – camera operations, picture composition, darkroom skills, creating interesting effects, displays
- Private enterprise/running a business – establishing and running a small business for profit at school, such as a small food service or offering for sale products that are made on the premises
- Psychology – learning more about the views of others in one's immediate environment, understanding why specific individuals and groups behave as they do
- Science – underwater creatures and plants, especially those that can be seen by scuba diving; electricity, especially as used in everyday life; chemical reactions; personal anatomy and biology; current events in science and medicine
- Space – other planets, space travel, constructing and flying rockets
- Sports – learning more about the present and past of favorite personalities, events, and equipment; learning to coach or referee
- Travel – learning what's interesting to visit locally and what's worth seeing in other countries, planning and taking trips, learning to use public transportation; learning about travel aids and skills such as map reading
- Video – writing, producing, acting, directing, camera work, editing
- Work experience – some students want to include work experience as part of their school program in order to earn needed money or to feel a sense of competence

A major concern in expanding options is that additional materials usually are needed. This concern can be minimized by asking those interested in the option to help gather the desired materials. (When topics are popular, several class members usually can be mobilized.)
In general, the many options illustrated here suggest that rather than going "back to basics" it may be better to go "forward to basics" by enabling students to rediscover intrinsic reasons for learning such skills. While we’re discussing the matter, we also should reemphasize that there has been a broadening of current views about what is and isn't a basic skill. There is more to coping with everyday situations than having competence to use the three Rs. Another prominent set of basic skills that students need, for instance, is the ability to interact positively in social situations.

Calls for "back to basics" underscore the fact that there is always a conflict between required curriculum content and topics that have contemporary interest and are popular. From a motivational perspective, it would be nice if a way were found to achieve some sort of satisfactory balance. This might result in a decrease in time devoted to the established curriculum but, hopefully, also would increase positive attitudes toward learning and school. Even if such a balance seems unnecessary for most students, it does appear justified in cases of learning problems, since the established curriculum has proved not to be effective.

Process and Structure Options

Content, of course, interacts with processes. An exciting presentation can make a topic really come to life. As with content and outcomes, there are three ways in which process options can be readily expanded -- by adding procedures that are widely popular, by adding those of special interest to specific students, or by adding those newly identified by the teacher.

Again, we stress that students who have learning problems will have had negative experiences with a variety of instructional processes. Therefore, it is necessary to show them there are good alternatives to the procedures that led to their failures. For example, in pursuing projects, students with reading problems cannot be expected initially to rely heavily on reading. Visual- or audiovisual-oriented material, such as picture books and magazines, films and filmstrips, records, videotapes and audiotapes, field trips, teacher and other student presentations -- all can be used. Products can include some written and some dictated material, along with artwork (drawings, graphs, model constructions, photographs, collages) and oral presentations.

James, for example, failed a seventh-grade social studies class and was scheduled to repeat it. The curriculum content for the course consists of specific historical, political, and cultural events and some basic geography.

At the end of the course, students are expected at least to be able to identify the events and geographical features covered and to use source materials (atlas, almanac, encyclopedia, card catalogue) for finding additional historical and geographical material. More ambitiously, the intent is to equip students with the knowledge to analyze and discuss significant past events and relate them to life today.

The class James failed used primarily the following procedures:

C Each week the teacher assigned a chapter to be read and questions to be answered and turned in; then, there was a multiple choice, true-false test on the material at the end of the week.
C In class each day, the teacher spoke about the material covered in the text and had the students take turns sharing their answers to the assigned questions. Once a week they practiced looking up assigned material in atlases, almanacs, etc. Once a month they went to the library to learn how to use its resources.
C During the year, each student was to present four current events to the class on topics relevant to the material being discussed.
C Three times during the school year, films were shown.
C Students who wanted extra credit could do a special term paper chosen from a list of topics the teacher had prepared or could choose three books from a prepared list and do reports on them.
C Grades were based primarily on test scores and extra credit work. However, grades were lowered when current event presentations or answers to the assigned reading questions were poor.
C When students, such as James, were found to be having difficulty, the teacher recommended that the parents spend more time helping with homework or find a tutor.

Because James failed the class, it seems reasonable to consider the procedures as not a good match for him. Indeed, if in repeating the course he was confronted with the same processes, it would not be surprising if his behavior reflected a good deal of avoidance motivation. What would a set of alternative procedures look like? An example is provided in Feature 2 (also see Feature 3).
Feature 2: **Offering Alternative Processes for the Same Content**

A teacher using a topic exploration approach might proceed as follows:

C Rather than assign material, the teacher prepares ten varied topics covering the course content. He also identifies a long list of activities for pursuing such topics, each of which includes use of the desired basic research skills.

C At the beginning of the course, the teacher uses the first few classes to explain the ten varied topics and to help the students explore and choose from them.

He explains that each student can choose one or more topics and can choose from among a wide range of activities in learning about a topic. He also notes that each student can choose to work on a topic alone or in a small group. To help students get a good idea of the choices, he uses pictorial aids, an overhead projector, and filmstrips. The bulletin boards contain a variety of materials, such as pictures of other places and other times, historic newspaper clippings, and brief descriptions relevant to understanding the topics and activities being explored. There also are examples of what students have done in the past. A variety of pertinent reading material at different reading levels (magazines, pamphlets, fiction, and different texts) have been placed on the shelves and some opened for display. The teacher encourages the students to get up and look through the materials and to talk about the various alternatives. He answers questions as they arise. Finally, the teacher asks if any of the students have any relevant and feasible topics and activities they would like to have added. The one guideline he invokes is that groups have no more than four members.

C After aiding the students in choosing their topics and related activities, the teacher meets during class times with groups and individuals to assist and provide support and resources as they pursue their topics.

C Throughout the year, students share what they have learned about their topics with each other. (For example, one group studying how the effects of slavery are still felt in current race relations performs a play they have written. Another group studying the western movement in the United States forms a wagon train to experience the process and problems involved in undertaking such a trek [budgeting, buying supplies, dealing with changes in the weather, surviving harsh terrains]; they report their progress and adventures periodically to the rest of the class. One student chose to study the development and forms of money used from ancient times to the present and, as soon as the information is gathered, reports on each historical stage. Another student decided to learn research skills by tracing her "roots", she not only shares her family history with the class but also is able to tell the others about a wide range of available historical resource material.)

C To link the material together and cover anything that might be missed, the teacher prepares a series of periodic presentations (lectures, films, video) and related supplementary reading and discussions.

C Each student turned in a written progress report summarizing what he or she had learned about the topic at the end of each month. Multiple-choice, true-false, and essay exams were given at midyear and at the end of the year. The reports and exams were used to evaluate how well the students had learned what the course was intended to teach. Students who had trouble reading or writing were given the exams orally. Grades were based on a combination of effort and performance.
Besides specific processes, there is the matter of structure. Maria, David, James, and Matt need and want different amounts of support, direction, and external control (or limit setting) to help them learn. They have each identified some things they can readily do on their own, but they know there are tasks and situations they will handle better with help. To have their changing needs matched, they must have the option of working alone or seeking support and guidance as often as is appropriate.

It is to be expected, of course, that those with the lowest motivation are likely to need the most support and guidance. At the same time, they are likely not to seek help readily. Moreover, those with avoidance motivation tend to react negatively to structure they perceive as used to control them.

In general, a greater range of options with regard to content, outcome, process, and structure are required for those with motivation problems. We will return to this topic after stressing the importance of options designed to enrich the experience of schooling and living.

**Enrichment, Discovery, Inquiry, and Serendipity**

As important as specific planning is, it is a mistake for school programs to overprescribe the specifics of what and how to learn. There must be time for sampling and exploring unscheduled topics and activities. This, of course, assumes there are interesting things available to investigate. The time for exploring can be viewed as an enrichment opportunity.

Some remedial programs are much too preoccupied with a student's problems and the tasks that must be pursued in remedying them. When this happens, enrichment experiences tend to be ignored and the learning environment takes on an air of pathology, drudgery, and boredom -- all of which are contrary to enhancing motivation.

The model provided by programs for the gifted is a good example of the type of environment that may have a positive motivational impact on any learner. Such programs offer a rich set of learning centers that focus on topics such as those listed in Feature 1 and on many more. Enrichment activities are useful for enhancing motivation and reducing negative behavior and, of course, can lead to important learning.

**Feature 3: Different Processes/Outcomes**

In recent years, there has been a major push for greater accountability in education. Everyone agrees that school programs should be more effective. But not everyone agrees with the extreme emphasis on highly specific objectives as advocated by some evaluators, especially when such evaluation ignores the processes used to reach desired objectives.

Some evaluators have even gone so far as to say they don't care what means are used as long as the ends are achieved. This extremist view ignores a simple fact: although two procedures may accomplish the same set of narrow objectives, they also may produce a variety of other different outcomes.

Take the approach used with James and the one described in Feature 2, for example. A motivational perspective suggests the two courses may lead to very different attitudes about the material learned. Lecture/text/test approaches tend to produce a distaste for social studies, history, geography, and similar subjects and for those who teach them. Moreover, teachers who teach in this way find little satisfaction in the process other than the sense of having pulled another group of students through.

In contrast, exploratory approaches lend themselves much better to personalization of learning and thus to the fostering and enhancement of intrinsic motivation along with the learning of specific content and skills. Moreover, students and teachers seem to find many personal satisfactions (i.e., valued learning and special friendships).

Although enrichment activities may be seen as a frill for many students, it is seen as important, motivationally, for students with learning problems. The richer the learning environment, the more likely students will discover a variety of new interests, information, and skills.

From a motivational perspective, enrichment options
are not designed to teach specific information and skills. There are, of course, specific, and often predictable, outcomes that come from contact with any topic. However, almost by definition, an enrichment option produces many incidental and unpredictable (serendipitous) outcomes.

Furthermore, enrichment activities are not designed to operate as if everything a student learns is taught by the teacher. The "hands-on" nature of enrichment centers encourages independent exploration, experimentation, and learning. As questions arise, students can choose to use whatever information or help is available.

In the end, what students learn depends a great deal on their interests and effort. Some may decide to pursue a topic in great depth and to acquire a good deal of mastery over it; others may simply dabble and gain a surface awareness, which they may or may not follow up on later.

As a general strategy, enrichment opportunities can be established by offering an attractive set of discovery and inquiry centers and helping the students explore the materials and ideas. Let's look at Maria's experience with an enriched program.

Maria's teacher explains that there are a variety of centers in the room which will change as the school year progresses. At the moment, there are centers dealing with electricity, tropical fish, computers, chemical reactions, African cultures, creative math, and many more. In order to offer a variety of centers each week, some are offered twice and some three times a week.

Maria is given a chance to sample the centers. She then is given the opportunity to choose one or two topics that really interest her. It is made clear that these are "electives" and that she can drop out at any time.

Maria is attracted to the tropical fish. She wants to know if it is hard to take care of them. She thinks she'd like to have some at home. Where do you buy them? Are they expensive? How long do they live? The teacher answers a few of her questions and then points out that there is a group meeting on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. They are learning all about where the fish come from, which can live with each other, how to breed them, and whatever else the group wants to explore about aquariums and fish.

Maria is intrigued but a little suspicious. She wants to know if the activity includes reading or other assignments and tests. The answer is an unequivocal no. She can come and learn whatever she wants, in the way that she wants, and no one will ask her to prove anything. It is her questions that are important - not the teacher's.

It is all so inviting that Maria decides to give it a try. And she finds it's as good as it sounds. As she attends regularly, it becomes evident to all who observe her that she is a bright, interested, and attentive learner whenever she is motivated by the topic. She remembers what she has learned and works well with others.

Not long after joining the group, her teacher notices Maria has gone to the library and checked out picture books on tropical fish. A few days later, Maria approached her to ask for a little help in reading some of the captions.

Options for Those with Motivation Problems

The first step in working with such students involves exploration to find what the individual's interests are: Sports? Rock music? Movies? Computer games? Such personal interests are used as a starting point. A student's interests are explored until he or she identifies a related topic, no matter how unusual, that he or she would like to learn more about (see Feature 4).

After identifying a topic, learning activity options are reviewed to find those that are a good match with the student's needs, interests, and styles. For example, talkative students may prefer to work in small discussion groups. Other students will want a work area that is private and quiet. Students with high activity levels may choose to work with manipulable materials. Most will prefer to work on time-limited activities.

In accommodating a wider range of behaviors, classroom rules and standards are redefined to accept behaviors such as nondisruptive talking and movement about the classroom. For some individuals, certain "bad manners" (e.g., some rudeness, some swear words) and eccentric mannerisms (e.g., strange clothing and grooming) may have to be tolerated initially.

The most basic process option, of course, is that of not participating at times or at all.

There are times when David simply doesn't feel like working. He wants the option of drawing, playing a game, or resting for about an hour. There are days when Maria doesn't want to go to school. And there came a day when James concluded he was ready to drop out of school.

Which, if any, of these should be offered as options? For whom?
Harry comes to school with no intention of working on what his teachers have planned. He will spend as much time as he can get away with talking with his friends and looking for some excitement to make the time pass faster. He is frequently in the middle of whatever trouble is occurring. Everyone is waiting for him to do something bad enough that he can be removed from his present class.

There is an alternative to letting this tragedy run its course. Time can be spent helping Harry identify one area of personal interest that he would like to learn more about (e.g., pop culture, rock music, current teenage fashions). Then, a personalized program can be developed based on a topic he would like to explore and ways he would like to explore it.

Approached in this way, most students like Harry will identify a topic and activities that interest them. However, one topic and a few activities won't fill up much time – perhaps an hour, maybe less. What then?

Well, Harry could be asked to pursue a regular program for the rest of the school day; but the odds are that he would simply resume his previous pattern of negative behavior. In the long run, this would probably defeat what the alternative program is trying to accomplish.

Our solution to the problem is as simple as it is controversial. We have students such as Harry attend school only for that period of time during which they have planned a program they intend to pursue. Our reasoning is twofold: (1) we know that students tend to work best when they are working on what they have identified as desirable, and (2) for students like Harry, it seems likely the rest of the time is wasted, including getting into trouble. Obviously, if they are not at school a full day, they are less likely to get into as much trouble. But, more important, the less we are in the position of coercing them, the less we are likely to cause the variety of reactive misbehaviors that characterize such students. Moreover, we find that once we no longer have to do battle with them, many youngsters evolve an increasing range of academic interests, including renewed interest in becoming competent in the areas of reading and writing. The energy they had been devoting to fighting teachers and school may now be redirected to exploring what it is they are interested in doing for themselves. As Harry's range of interests increase, he will want a longer school day and is likely to make better use of it.

We recognize the many practical, economic, and legal problems involved in cutting back on the length of a student's school day. However, we think these problems must be contrasted with the costs to society and individuals of ignoring the fact that for certain students a lengthy school day interferes with correcting their problems. Indeed, in some cases, it only makes the problems worse.

For older students, of course, a shortened day paired with a part-time job or apprenticeship may be a most productive experience. Among the results of work experiences can be an increased feeling of self-worth and competence and enhanced intrinsic motivation toward overcoming learning problems. A job also can provide a student with a source of income, which may be needed, and can even help to establish career directions.

At this point, you may think that such options are too inappropriate even to consider. However, as you reflect on what you have been learning and as you move on to read more about learner decision making, hopefully, it will be clear that the type of options discussed are fundamental to addressing motivational differences.

Decisions about participation are the primary foundation upon which all other decisions rest.

(Adelman, et al., 1984; Taylor, et al., 1985). If the individual initially does not want to participate or subsequently comes to that point of view, all other decisions become highly problematic.

For students diagnosed as having learning disabilities, the decision process related to participation begins with the discussions about placement. Whether a student with problems is placed in a special program or maintained in
regular classes, the immediate motivational concern always is whether the individual has decided that the program is right for him or her. And, of course, even if the initial answer is yes, the student's perceptions of the situation may change. Thus, decisions about placement must be continuously reevaluated.

The next most basic decisions are those related to specific program options. The objective is to help the student pinpoint alternatives that match personal interests and capabilities. Again, initial decisions have to be modified in keeping with changes in the students' perceptions of what is a good match.

As the following discussion illustrates, the best decision making processes include opportunities to physically explore and sample options. Thus, all initial decisions can be seen simply as extended opportunities to investigate options.

In overcoming severe motivational problems, it appears important not to insist that a student continue to work in areas she or he wants to avoid. This strategy is intended to reduce the type of psychological and behavioral reactions that occur when individuals think they are being forced to do something they don't want to do. In particular, we don't want to increase avoidance, either in the form of withdrawal (including passive performance) or of active resistance (e.g., disruptive behavior).

Thus, if a student initially indicates not wanting instruction in a specific area, it seems wise to hold off instruction temporarily -- even in basic skills, such as reading or math. The time is better spent on activities that may eventually lead to renewed interests in the avoided area.

Not providing instruction as a step in renewing positive interest in an area seems to go against common sense. We recognize that this is a controversial and, for some, an alarming strategy. It is not one to be adopted lightly or naively, and remember, it is a strategy to deal with motivation problems. From a motivational perspective, it is clearly rational to pursue areas of positive interest. And the case can be made that to focus solely on positive interests may be the best way to eventually overcome motivation and skill problems related to reading and other basics.

Let's look at Maria in this context.

Maria doesn't want reading instruction. The teacher agrees to set her reading program aside for now. If reading were completely ignored, the best outcome the teacher should expect is that Maria's avoidance motivation would not be significantly increased. For many persons, this might be an acceptable outcome with regard to art and music and other areas not seen as basic skills. It would not be acceptable to most people when it comes to the three Rs. Fortunately, what makes basic literacy skills basic is that most facets of daily living involve their application. Moreover, the fact that they are designated as basic makes them a major point of focus by almost everyone in the society.

Thus, it is likely that most of what Maria chooses to learn about at school and much of her other experiences will lead to frequent natural encounters that cause her to realize that she has a personal need for such skills. And, of course, these daily encounters inevitably bring her into contact with people who convey to her their assumption that she already has or is in the process of acquiring such skills. These experiences affect her feelings and attitudes about acquiring basics.

As Maria's intrinsic awareness of the value of basic skills increases, she can be helped to learn any specific skills she identifies as needed in coping with natural encounters. Eventually, Maria should arrive at a level of motivational readiness at which she will accept the teacher's offer to pick up with formal reading instruction. Equally important, if her intrinsic motivation has increased enough, the time she spends reading may be considerably greater than the time spent in formal instruction.

Appropriate decision processes, then, can increase personal valuing and expectations of success, thereby enhancing motivation for learning and overcoming problems. By "appropriate" processes, we mean those that enable a student to self-select from desirable and feasible options. Besides improving motivation, such processes also provide opportunities for strengthening a student's ability to make sound choices.

Students, of course, may differ greatly in their motivation and ability to make decisions (see Feature 5). That is why we believe learning to make decisions should be a basic focus of instruction and why it is so important to be ready to help youngsters with decision making.

Feature 5: Are Students with Learning Problems Competent to Make Good Decisions?
Making a sound decision involves having the necessary information about alternatives and about positive and negative outcomes. It also involves having the competence to evaluate available information. Not surprisingly, when someone is perceived as not competent to decide, they often are not given the information or opportunity to prove the perception is incorrect.

Who is competent to decide? This is one of the more difficult and controversial questions confronting professionals, parents, and society in general.

Is it a matter of age? Education? Intelligence? If someone has a learning problem, are they less competent to make certain decisions than individuals without learning problems?

As yet, there are no satisfactory answers. There is, however, a rapidly growing body of research on the competence of youngsters with and without learning problems to participate in decision making (e.g., Baumrind, 1978; Melton, 1983; Weithorn, 1983).

Findings to date suggest that many youngsters and their parents believe that children as young as ten should participate in making decisions about everyday matters such as what clothes to buy and wear, what food to eat, what time to go to bed, and what friends to make. Parents and youngsters also generally agree that minors (thirteen and older) should participate in decisions regarding school programs and placements and physical and mental health treatment. Studies comparing youngsters' and adults' decisions as to treatment and research participation indicate that the decisions of children as young as nine are similar to those made by adults; and by the time they're fourteen, minors seem able to think as competently as adults in weighing certain decision risks and benefits.

In contrast to this research, studies of practitioners' views of minors' competence tend to be less optimistic about youngsters' competence to decide. Unfortunately, research on practitioners' views of minors' competence to participate in decision making is sparse. In a survey of mental health professionals, we found that slightly less than half of those who were willing to respond indicated they asked clients under eighteen to participate in the treatment decision. However, those who did ask, asked children as young as twelve. Moreover, this group of professionals judge that 72 percent of those they asked did turn out to have the necessary level of competence for making the decisions. Of particular relevance to the ideas presented here, the reason most cited for why they asked children to participate in such decision making was to enhance the motivation for treatment (Taylor, et al., 1985).

Despite the inadequacy of the available literature, findings to date support the importance of avoiding presumptions about students' lack of competence. Furthermore, classroom programs ought to be designed to facilitate and not delay development of increased levels of decision making competence. And, finally, we suggest that motivation often can be enhanced by encouraging students' participation in making decisions.

None of what has been said here is meant to imply that students will always make good decisions; nor will they always stick to a decision nor should they. All we are proposing is that students (with and without learning problems) should be offered a wide range of learning options and should be helped to sample the options so that they have reasonable information upon which to base decisions. Moreover, after they have experienced an activity for a brief while, they may well decide that they made a mistake, and so all such decisions should be renegotiable. As we understand motivation and learning, such options and renegotiations are major factors in determining whether students want to follow through on decisions and whether they become good at making decisions.
Steps in Helping Students Make Decisions

In helping with student decision making, it is useful to view the process as a series of steps.

First, a student must understand the value of making her or his own decisions. Minimally, this means the student's knowing that the process provides opportunities for taking greater control over one's life and overcoming one's problems.

"We want to work with you in ways you think are good. Therefore, we've put together as many helpful and exciting learning opportunities as we could. While we think there are many good choices, we know that you are the best judge of what you like. So the first thing you might want to do is to look over and sample some of these options and see if any appeal to you. You may also want to suggest some other topics and activities. We only want to work with those that you choose as worth doing. We want you to have more control over your activities and program schedule than may have been the case in the past. Would you like to take some time and see what's available?"

Second, the process must include ways for students to actively sample and select from available options and to propose others whenever feasible.

"You can spend some time looking over the various options, including watching other students who have chosen them. As you do this, I will be glad to answer any questions you may have. We can also talk about other things you would like to do and learn about that may not be here yet. Let's try to find a topic that personally interests you. The important thing is that you get a chance to decide which things you want to spend your time at school learning about."

Third, working out program details should be done as soon as choices are made. This is necessary so that the student is clear about the implications of following through on decisions. With such information, a student can either back off from a choice because it involves too much work or can publicly commit to follow through.

"Let's talk about your decision to learn how to use a computer. That group meets each day, over ten weeks, for an hour a day. Before you get to do graphics, you will have to spend the first week learning basic computer operation. There is some reading material available; if you need help, several advanced students will be ready to explain the basics to you. If that sounds O.K. to you, write it on your posted schedule, and you can begin tomorrow."

Fourth, from the moment the student begins an activity, it is important to monitor motivation. If interest drops, the activity should be altered to better match the student; and if it can't be modified, the student should have the option of changing activities.

Teacher frustration is a frequent problem in helping students to make decisions and to improve their ability to do so. Many of a student's initial decisions don't hold up well. For a variety of reasons, a student may quickly lose interest in a topic or activity. This may happen, for example, if a youngster has a disability or does not work hard enough. However, early in the efforts to help youngsters make effective decisions, such "blaming" conclusions about why a particular choice didn't work can be premature and harmful. In general, when early decisions must be altered, it is important both to avoid blaming the student and to help students avoid blaming themselves.

On the other hand, if the student manifests the common tendency to externalize blame (i.e., the activity is described as too hard or too boring), it may be useful at first simply to accept the reasons at face value. By working on changes that reflect the individual's stated "alibis," in time, it will become evident whether the student is merely making excuses.

Again, the point is that the ability to make good decisions is learned (see Baron & Brown, 1991). Making decisions and evaluating their outcomes can be a good process for developing this basic skill. However, if the process is contaminated by accusations and blame, motivation for decision making can be undermined. As with all areas of learning, interactions over time will clarify whether students who continue to make poor decisions do so because of developmental or motivational problems.

Dialogues with Students

As suggested already, decision processes that lead to positive student perceptions involve ongoing dialogue between student and teacher. One result is a series of mutual agreements about what is to be done and how to proceed.

The mechanism for carrying on the dialogue often is
called a \textit{conference}, and the agreement often is referred to as a contract. However, terms like \textit{conference} and \textit{contract} do not convey the full sense of what is involved and at times have been interpreted in ways that are contrary to the meaning used here.

From a motivational perspective:

\begin{itemize}
\item Decisions must not be made for the student.
\item Decisions must be modifiable whenever necessary.
\item Dialogues should be designed to give, share, and clarify information seen as potentially useful to a student who is making a decision.
\item Dialogues should involve not only conversational exchanges but also actual exploration and sampling of options.
\end{itemize}

The importance of the dialogue as a two way process cannot be overemphasized. A conference should be a time for persons to say what they need, want, and are hoping for from each other. When problems exist, time should be devoted to problem solving. One conference often is insufficient for arriving at a major decision. Therefore, the dialogue is an ongoing formal and informal process.

\textbf{Summing up}

Although the stress here has been on student decisions, good agreements are not one-sided. In general, the processes are meant to establish, maintain, and enhance a positive commitment on the part of both the student and the teacher toward working in a collaborative relationship. Such a relationship is seen as fundamental to the correction of learning problems.
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II. Fact Sheets/Practice Notes

A. Talking with Kids

B. Opening the Classroom

C. Using Volunteers

D. Creating Caring Classroom & Schools
TALKING WITH KIDS

To help another, it is of great value and in many instances essential to know what the other is thinking and feeling. The most direct way to find this out is for the person to tell you. But, individuals probably won’t tell you such things unless they think you will listen carefully. And the way to convince them of this is to listen carefully.

Of course, you won’t always hear what you would like.

Helper: Well, Jose, how do you like school?
Jose: Closed!

In general, effective communication requires the ability to carry on a productive dialogue, that is, to talk with, not at, others. This begins with the ability to be an active (good) listener and to avoid prying and being judgmental. It also involves knowing when to share information and relate one’s own experiences as appropriate and needed. The following are suggestions for engaging youngsters in productive dialogues.

I. Creating the Context for Dialogues

C Create a private space and a climate where the youngster can feel it is safe to talk.
C Clarify the value of keeping things confidential.
C Pursue dialogues when the time, location, and conditions are right.
C Utilize not just conferences and conversations, but interchanges when working together (e.g. exploring and sampling options for learning).

II. Establishing Credibility (as someone to whom it is worth talking)

C Respond with empathy, warmth, and nurturance (e.g. the ability to understand and appreciate what others are thinking and feeling, transmit a sense of liking, express appropriate reassurance and praise, minimize criticism and confrontation).
C Show genuine regard and respect (e.g. the ability to transmit real interest, acceptance, and validation of the other’s feelings and to interact in a way that enables others to maintain a feeling of integrity and personal control.
C Use active and undistracted listening.
C Keep in mind that you want the student to feel more competent, self-determining, and related to you (and others) as a result of the interchange.

III. Facilitating Talk

C Avoid interruptions.
C Start slowly, avoid asking questions, and minimize pressure to talk (the emphasis should be more on conversation and less on questioning).
C Encourage the youngsters to take the lead.
C Humor can open a dialogue; sarcasm usually has the opposite effect.
C Listen with interest.
C Convey the sense that you are providing an opportunity by extending an invitation to talk and avoiding the impression of another demanding situation (meeting them “where they are at” in terms of motivation and capability is critical in helping them develop positive attitudes and skills for oral communication).
C Build on a base of natural, informal interchanges throughout the day.
C When questions are asked, the emphasis should be on open-ended rather than Yes/No questions.
C Appropriate self-disclosure by another can disinhibit a reluctant youngster.
C Pairing a reluctant youngster with a supportive peer or small group can help.
C Train and use others (aides, volunteers, peers) to (1) enter into productive (nonconfidential) dialogues that help clarify the youngster’s perceptions and then (2) share the information with you in the best interests of helping.
C For youngsters who can’t seem to convey their thoughts and feelings in words, their behavior often says a lot about their views; based on your observations and with the idea of opening a dialogue, you can share your perceptions and ask if you are right.
C Sometimes a list of items (e.g. things that they like/don’t like to do at school/after school) can help elicit views and open up a dialogue.
C When youngsters have learning, behavior, and emotional problems, find as many ways as feasible to have positive interchanges with them and make positive contacts outweigh the negatives.
C Remember: Short periods of silence are part of the process and should be accommodated.
OPENING THE CLASSROOM DOOR TO ENHANCE LEARNING

Opening the classroom door is essential for enhancing the learning of teachers and other staff and increasing the productivity of classroom instruction.

The crux of the matter is to ensure use of effective mentoring and collegial practices to enhance learning through modeling and guiding change in a teacher's own classroom or in colleagues' rooms. This includes demonstrating and discussing new approaches, guiding initial practice and eventual implementation, and following-up to improve and refine.

Schools also can use specialist personnel (e.g., school psychologists, counselors, resource teachers) to mentor and demonstrate rather than pursuing traditional consultant roles. That is, instead of telling teachers about how to address student learning, behavior, and emotional problems, specialists can be trained to go into classrooms to model and guide teachers in implementing new practices to engage and re-engage students in learning.

Opening the classroom door also allows for adding a variety of assistance and useful partnerships. Student learning is neither limited to what is formally taught nor to time spent in classrooms. It occurs whenever and wherever the learner interacts with the surrounding environment. All facets of the community provide opportunities; anyone in the community who wants to facilitate learning might be a contributing teacher.

When a classroom successfully joins with its surrounding community, everyone has the opportunity to learn and to teach. Indeed, most schools do their job better when they are an integral and positive part of the community. The array of people who might be of assistance are:

C Aides and a variety of volunteers
C Other regular classroom teachers
C Family members
C Students
C Specialist teachers and support service personnel
C School administrators
C Classified staff
C Professionals-in-training

It is evident that teachers need to work closely with other teachers and school personnel, as well as with parents, professionals-in-training, volunteers, and so forth. Collaboration and teaming are key facets of mobilizing and enabling learning. These practices allow teachers to broaden the resources and strategies available in and out of the classroom to enhance learning and performance.

Examples of Opening the Door

Using Aides/Volunteers in Targeted Ways – Chronically, teachers find classroom instruction disrupted by some student who is less interested in the lesson than in interacting with a classmate. The first tendency usually is to use some simple form of social control to stop the disruptive behavior (e.g., using proximity and/or a mild verbal intervention). Because so many students today are not easily intimidated, teachers find such strategies do not solve the problem. So, the next steps escalate the event into a form of Greek tragedy. The teacher reprimands, warns, and finally sends the student to “time-out” or to the front office for discipline. And, the lesson usually is disrupted.

In contrast to this scenario, teachers can train an aide (if they have one) or a volunteer who has the ability to interact with students to focus on these youngsters. Specifically, the aide or volunteer should be taught to go and sit next to any youngster when a problem starts to emerge. The focus is on re-engaging the student in the lesson. If this proves undoable, the next step involves taking the student for a walk.

It is true that this means the student won’t get the benefit of instruction during that period, but s/he wouldn’t anyway. And, not having to shift into a discipline mode has multiple benefits. For one, the teacher is able to carry out the day’s lesson. For another, the other students do not have the experience of seeing the teacher having a control contest with a student. (Even if a teacher wins such contests, it may have a negative effect on how students perceive the teacher; and if the teacher somehow “loses it,” that definitely conveys a wrong message. Either outcome can be counterproductive with respect to a caring climate and a sense of community.) Finally, there has not been a negative encounter with the student. Such encounters build up negative attitudes on both sides which can be counterproductive to future teaching, learning, and behavior. Because there has been no negative encounter, the teacher can reach out to the student after the lesson is over and start to think about how to use an aide or volunteers to work with the student to prevent future problems.

Team Teaching – The obvious point here is that partnering with a compatible colleague enables team members to complement each others’ areas of competence, provide each other with nurturance and personal support, and allow for relief in addressing problems.

Collaborating with Special Educators and other Specialists – Almost every school has personnel who have special training relevant to redesigning the classroom to work for a wider range of students. These specialists range from those who teach music or art to those who work with students designated as in need of special education. They can bring to the classroom not only their special expertise, but ideas for how the classroom design can incorporate practices that will engage students who have not been doing well and can accommodate those with special needs.
USING VOLUNTEERS

Volunteers can be especially helpful working under the direction of the classroom teacher to establish a supportive relationship with students who are having trouble adjusting to school.

Volunteers may help students on a one to one basis or in small groups. Group interactions are especially important in enhancing a student's cooperative interactions with peers. One to one work is often needed to develop a positive relationship with a particularly aggressive or withdrawn student and in fostering successful task completion with a student easily distracted by peers.

Volunteers can help enhance a student's motivation and skills and, at the very least, help counter negative effects that arise when a student has difficulty adjusting to school.

The majority of people who seek out the opportunity to volunteer at school are ready, willing, and able to get into the classroom and interact well with students. These individuals are naturals.

All they need is a clear orientation about what is expected, as well as ongoing supervision designed to help them learn to be increasingly effective in working collaboratively with teachers and dealing with problems.

There are some volunteers who are not naturals. Many of these individuals can learn rapidly and be extremely helpful with just a bit of investment of time and effort. The following are some guidelines that may help to avoid losing or prematurely giving up on a potentially valuable volunteer resource.

1. Take some time to appreciate what a volunteer can do. In some cases, it takes a while to see the positive qualities a volunteer can bring to the classroom. Try to work with a volunteer for a few weeks before deciding what (s)he is or isn't able to do. (Obviously, if a volunteer is completely inept, there is little point in keeping him or her on, and steps should be taken to kindly redirect their good intentions.)

(Nota: Despite the best of intentions on everyone’s part, some volunteers do not work well with students. If a volunteer continues to demonstrate an inability to do so, (s)he may be willing to help with other tasks such as preparing and organizing materials.)

2. Watch for the need to re-clarify points made during the initial orientation. Volunteers have a lot they are trying to learn and remember when they first start. If they are not following-through on points made during the initial orientation, it may be that they didn't, assimilate the information.

3. Initially, some volunteers will need to spend more time observing than working with students. It usually does not take long before most of them will be comfortable with the students and class routines.

4. Initially, some volunteers (like some students) need a little more support and direction. At first, they may need to be told specifically what to do during the class. After they have a little experience and with a little encouragement, they can be expected to show greater initiative.

5. All volunteers need to know the teacher's plan for helping a particular student and to feel they can play a positive role in carrying out that plan. It is important for them to feel they are part of the teaching team. Volunteers who do not understand a teacher's plans tend to get confused and upset, particularly when the teacher must deal with the misbehavior of a student the volunteer is helping. Clarifying the plan and even including a volunteer in planning helps them to feel they are working collaboratively with the teacher.

6. Volunteers need a maximum of positive feedback and a minimum of evaluative criticism. Although they may not be clear about what specifically they are doing wrong, most volunteers are aware that they are not well-trained to work with students. Thus, they tend to interpret the lack of positive feedback from the teacher as an indication that they are not doing very well and often interpret relatively mild negative feedback as severe criticism. Volunteers respond well to daily appreciations; in place of critiques, what seems to work best are comments from the teacher that recognize how hard it is for even trained professionals to deal with some problems -along with suggestions about what to try next.
CREATING A CARING CONTEXT FOR LEARNING AND HEALTHY DEVELOPMENT

Learning is neither limited to what is formally taught nor to time spent in classrooms. It occurs whenever and wherever the learner interacts with the surrounding environment. All facets of the community (including the school) provide learning opportunities – thus the term learning community.

Whenever a surrounding environment tries to facilitate learning, the process can be called teaching. Teaching occurs at school, at home, and in the community at large. It may be formalized or informally transmitted. Teaching happens most positively when the learner wants to learn something and the surrounding environment wants to help the learner do so. That is, positive learning is facilitated when the learner cares about learning and the teacher cares about teaching. The whole process undoubtedly benefits greatly when all the participants care about each other.

From a psychological perspective, it is important that teachers establish a classroom atmosphere that encourages mutual support and caring and that creates a sense of community. Such an atmosphere can play a key role in preventing learning, behavior, emotional, and health problems. Learning and teaching are experienced most positively when the learner cares about learning and the teacher cares about teaching. Stated simply, the whole process benefits greatly when all the participants care about each other.

Caring has moral, social, and personal facets. And when all facets of caring are present and balanced, they can nurture individuals and facilitate the process of learning. At the same time, caring in all its dimensions should be a major focus of what is taught and learned. That is, the classroom curriculum should encompass a focus on fostering socio-emotional and physical development.

Caring begins when students (and their families) first arrive at a school. Classrooms and schools can do their job better if students feel they are truly welcome and have a range of social supports. A key facet of welcoming encompasses effectively connecting new students with peers and adults who can provide social support and advocacy.

On an ongoing basis, caring is best maintained through use of personalized instruction, regular student conferences, activity fostering social-emotional development, and opportunities for students to attain positive status. Efforts to create a caring classroom climate benefit from programs for cooperative learning, peer tutoring, mentoring, advocacy, peer counseling and mediation, human relations, and conflict resolution. Clearly, a myriad of strategies can contribute to students feeling positively connected to the classroom and school.

In the learning community, all are learners, and all may play some role as teachers. A teachers can be anyone who wants to facilitate learning – professional teachers, aides, volunteers, parents, siblings, peers, mentors in the community, librarians, recreation staff, etc. All constitute what can be called the teaching community.

Given the importance of home involvement, attention also must be paid to creating a caring atmosphere for family members. Increased home involvement is more likely if families feel welcome and have access to social support at school. Thus, teachers and other school staff need to establish a program that effectively welcomes and connects families with school staff and other families to generate ongoing social support and greater participation in home involvement efforts.

Also, just as with students and their families, school staff need to feel truly welcome and socially supported. Rather than leaving this to chance, a caring school develops and institutionalizes a program to welcome and connect new staff with those with whom they will be working. And it does so in ways that effectively incorporates newcomers into the organization.

As Andy Hargreaves stresses, the way to relieve "the uncertainty and open-endedness in teaching" is to create "communities of colleagues who work collaboratively [in cultures of shared learning and positive risk-taking] to set their own professional standards and limits, while still remaining committed to continuous improvement. Such communities can also bring together the professional and personal lives of teachers in a way that supports growth and allows problems to be discussed without fear of disapproval or punishment."

The center is co-directed by Howard Adelman and Linda Taylor and operates under the auspices of the School Mental Health Project, Dept. of Psychology, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1563 Phone: (310) 825-3634. Permission to reproduce this document is granted. Please cite source as the Center for Mental Health in Schools at UCLA.
Using a “Prereferral Intervention Process”
to Re-engage Students in Learning

As soon as a student looks like they are disengaging from learning at school, it is essential that teachers and support staff begin to try “something different.” A useful set of strategies are those that have been developed as “prereferral interventions.” Optimally, such strategies can re-engage the student; minimally, they add additional assessment information about what has gone wrong. As every teacher knows, the causes of student problems are hard to analyze. What looks like a learning or an attentional problem may be emotionally-based. Misbehavior often arises in reaction to learning difficulties. What appears as a school problem may be the result of problems at home.

A prereferral intervention process delineates steps and strategies to guide teachers. The following is one example. As has been stressed, the first steps in re-engaging a student involve getting the youngster's view of what’s wrong (including, as feasible, exploring the problem with the family).
Some Steps in Prereferral Intervention

(1) Understanding the Problem

The following are some things to consider in seeking more information about what may be causing a youngster's problems. (See accompanying examples of interview instruments.)

(a) Through enhanced personal contacts, build a positive working relationship with the youngster and family.

(b) Focus first on assets (e.g. positive attributes, outside interests, hobbies, what the youngster likes at school and in class).

(c) Ask about what the youngster doesn't like at school.

(d) Explore the reasons for “dislikes” (e.g., Are assignments seen as too hard? as uninteresting? Is the youngster embarrassed because others will think s/he does not have the ability to do assignments? Is the youngster picked on? rejected? alienated?)

(e) Explore other possible causal factors.

(f) Explore what the youngster and those in the home think can be done to make things better (including extra support from a volunteer, a peer, friend, etc.).

(g) Discuss some new things the youngster and those in the home would be willing to try to make the situation better.

(2) Try new strategies in the classroom – based on the best information about what is causing the problem.

(3) If the new strategies don't work, talk to others at school to learn about approaches they find helpful (e.g., reach out for support/mentoring/coaching, participate with others in clusters and teams, observe how others teach in ways that effectively address differences in motivation and capability, request additional staff development on working with such youngsters).

(4) If necessary, use the school’s referral processes to ask for additional support services.

(5) Work with referral resources to coordinate your efforts with theirs for classroom success.

Prereferral Interventions Some Things to Try

CMake changes to (a) improve the match between a youngster's program and his/her interests and capabilities and (b) try to find ways for her/him to have a special, positive status in class, at the school, and in the community. Talk and work with other staff in developing ideas along these lines.

CAdd resources for extra support (aide, volunteers, peer tutors) to help the youngster's efforts to learn and perform. Create time to interact and relate with the youngster as an individual.

CDiscuss with the youngster (and those in the home) why the problems are occurring.

CSpecifically focus on exploring matters with the youngster that will suggest ways to enhance positive motivation.

CChange aspects of the program (e.g., materials, environment) to provide a better match with his/her interests and skills.

CProvide enrichment options (in and out of class).

CUse resources such as volunteers, aides, and peers to enhance the youngster's social support network.

CSpecifically focus on exploring ways those in the home can enhance their problem-solving efforts.

CIf necessary include other staff (e.g., counselor, principal) in a special discussion with the youngster exploring reasons for the problem and ways to enhance positive involvement at school and in class.

CWork with referral resources to coordinate your efforts with theirs for classroom success.
Clarifying Student Perceptions of Disengagement

I’d like to get to know you a bit more before we talk about school.

(a) What are some of the things you like to do when you’re not at school (e.g., special interests, fun activities)?

(b) What, if anything, is there that you like to do at school?

Some students have “turned off” to school. That is, they don’t really want to go to class or do what the teacher asks them to do. This happens for a lot of reasons. We think if we can better understand some of the reasons we might be able to make schools better places.

(1) About how many students at this school do you think are “turned off” to school?

1-10%_____ 11-25%_____ 26-50%_____ 51-75%___ 76-90%____

(2) How about you? How often do you feel that way about school?

never____ sometimes______ pretty often_______ all the time____

(3) When you feel that way, what is the school or your teacher(s) doing that you don’t like?

(After the student responds, you may want to do a bit more probing: e.g., Are assignments seen as too hard? as uninteresting? Is the youngster embarrassed because others will think s/he does not have the ability to do assignments? Is the youngster picked on? rejected? alienated?)

(4) What would you like the school and your teacher(s) to do differently?

(5) What would need to change to make going to school worth your time and effort?
Clarifying Parent Perceptions of their Child’s Disengagement

(1) What are some of the things your child likes to do when not at school (e.g., special interests, fun activities)?

(2) What, if anything, is there that s/he like to do at school?

We realize that some students “turn off” to school. That is, they don’t really want to go to class or do what the teacher asks them to do. This happens for a lot of reasons.

(3) Do you feel that your youngster has “turned off” to school?
   no____ sometimes______ pretty often_______ all the time____

(4) When s/he feels that way, what is the school or the teacher(s) doing that s/he doesn’t like?
   (After the parents respond, you may want to do a bit more probing: (e.g., Are assignments seen as too hard? as uninteresting? Is the youngster embarrassed because others will think s/he does not have the ability to do assignments? Is the youngster picked on? rejected? alienated?)

(5) What would you like the school and teacher(s) to do differently to re-engage your youngster in learning at school?
Guiding the Re-negotiation Process

Thank you for sharing your views and ideas with us. What you have told us about what you would like the school to do differently and what you would like changed to make going to school worth your time and effort is very important.

We would really like to make school a better place for you and other students who have been “turned off.”

We think maybe a good place to start is by working together on a plan for how to proceed.

Let’s begin by looking at some of the changes and new opportunities that the school wants to offer you.

Then, let’s try to identify some of the things you would really see as good ways for you to spend time at school and in class.

(After the assisting the student in sampling new processes and content – )

(1) Now, let’s talk about some of things you would like to learn about.

(2) What would be the best ways for us to help you to learn these things?

(3) Let’s make some plans for how to start all this. We can redo these plans whenever you feel they need to be changed.

For a while, let’s plan to meet at the end of each day to talk about whether you feel the plans need to be changed.
IV. Additional Resources

Quick Finds

Student Motivation

Environments that Support Learning

Classroom Focusing Enabling

Training Tutorial: Classroom changes
TOPIC: Motivation

The following represents a sample of information to get you started and is not meant to be exhaustive. (Note: Clicking on the following links causes a new window to be opened. To return to this window, close the newly opened one.)

Center Developed Resources and Tools

**Article/Publications**
- The Implementation Guide to Student Learning Supports in the Classroom and Schoolwide

**Continuing Education Modules**
- Enhancing Classroom Approaches for Addressing Barriers to Learning: Classroom Focused Enabling

**Information Sheets**
- About School Engagement and Re-Engagement

**Introductory Packets**
- Learning Problems and Learning Disabilities

**Newsletters**
- Concerns = Opportunities: Addressing Student Disengagement, Acting Out, and Dropouts by Moving in New Directions
- Enabling Learning in the Classroom: A Primary Mental Health Concern (Spring, '98)
- Re-engaging Students in Learning at School. (Winter, '02)

**Practice Notes**
- About Motivation

**Quick Training Aids**
- Re-engaging Students in Learning

**Technical Aid Packets**
- Guiding Parents in Helping Children

**Training Tutorials**
- Classroom Changes to Enhance and Re-engage Students in Learning

**Relevant Publications on the Internet**

http://smhp.psych.ucla.edu/qf/motiv.htm
• Academic Counseling: Enhancing Motivation to Achieve
• Advancing Knowledge and Training on Self-Determination
• Brief intervention and motivational interviewing with children, adolescents, and their parents in pediatric health care settings: A review
• "The Early College High School Initiative"
• Enhancing Student Connectedness to Schools: an issue brief from the School Mental Health Analysis and Action
• ERIC Digest: Student Motivation to Learn
• ERIC Digest: Motivation and Middle School Students
• How Can Teachers Develop Students' Motivation -- and Success?
• Increasing Student Engagement and Motivation
• Instructional Models, Strategies, Methods, and Skills
• Intrinsic Motivation
• Motivation for Learning: Parents Can Help
• Motivational Beliefs, Values, and Goals
• Motivating Students
• School Connectedness and Meaningful Student Participation
• Self-Determination for People with Psychiatric Disabilities
• Self-Determination Theory: An Approach to Human Motivation and Personality
• Student Motivation, School Culture, and Academic Achievement What School Leaders Can Do
• Using Student Engagement of Improve Adolescent Literacy
• When Students Do Not Feel Motivated for Literacy Learning: How a Responsive Classroom Culture Helps

Related Agencies and Websites

• National Center for School Engagement
• TrackStar: Motivation in the Classroom
• WAVE for Teens

Relevant Publications That Can Be Obtained Through Libraries


We hope these resources met your needs. If not, feel free to contact us for further assistance. For additional resources related to this topic, use our search page to find people, organizations, websites and documents. You may also go to our technical assistance page for more specific technical assistance requests.

If you haven't done so, you may want to contact our sister center, the Center for School Mental Health at the University of Maryland at Baltimore.

If our website has been helpful, we are pleased and encourage you to use our site or contact our Center in the future. At the same time, you can do your own technical assistance with "The fine Art of Fishing" which we have developed as an aid for do-it-yourself technical assistance.
TOPIC: Classroom Climate/Culture and School Climate/Culture and Environments that Support Learning

The following represents a sample of information to get you started and is not meant to be exhaustive. (Note: Clicking on the following links causes a new window to be opened. To return to this window, close the newly opened one).

Center Developed Documents, Resources, and Tools

Books/Articles
- *The Implementation Guide to Student Learning Supports in the Classroom and Schoolwide*

A Center Practice Brief
- *Schools as Caring, Learning Communities (Center Practice Brief)*

Continuing Education Module
- *Enhancing Classroom Approaches for Addressing Barriers to Learning: Classroom-Focused Enabling (Continuing Education Module)*

Guides to Practice
- *What Schools Can Do to Welcome and Meet the Needs of All Students and Families (Guides to Practice)*

Information Sheet
- *About School Engagement and Re-Engagement (Information Sheet)*

Introductory Packet
- *Transitions: Turning Risks into Opportunities for Student Support (Introductory Packet)*

Newsletters
- *Easing the Impact of Student Mobility: Welcoming & Social Support (Newsletter, Fall, '97)*
- *Schools as Caring, Learning Communities (Newsletter, Spring, '01)*
- *Re-engaging Students in Learning at School (Newsletter, Winter, '02)*
- *Concerns = Opportunities: Addressing Student Disengagement, Acting Out, and Dropouts by Moving in New Directions (Newsletter, Spring '06)*

Practice Notes

http://smhp.psych.ucla.edu/qf/environments.htm
About Motivation (Practice Notes)
- Natural Opportunities to Promote Social-Emotional Learning and MH (Practice Notes)
- Supporting Successful Transition to Ninth Grade (Practice Notes)
- Welcoming Strategies for Newly Arrived Students and Their Families (Practice Notes)

Quick Training Aids
- Re-engaging Students in Learning (Quick Training Aids)

Resource Aid Packet
- Addressing Barriers to Learning: A Set of Surveys to Map What a School Has and What It Needs (Resource Aid Packet)

Technical Aid Packet
- Volunteers to Help Teachers and Schools Address Barriers to Learning (Technical Aid Packet)
- After-School programs and Addressing Barriers to Learning (Technical Aid Packet)
- Welcoming and Involving New Students and Families (Technical Aid Packet)

Training Tutorials
- Classroom Changes to Enhance and Re-engage Students in Learning (Training Tutorial)
- Support for Transitions to Address Barriers to Learning (Training Tutorial)

Tools For Practice
- Classroom-based Approaches to Enable and Re-engage Students in Classroom Learning: A Self-Study Survey (Tools for Practice)
- Support for Transitions: A Self-Study Survey (Tools for Practice)

Net Exchange
- School Climate

Relevant Documents, Resources, and Tools on the Internet

Class Size
- Breaking Up Large High Schools: Five Common (and Understandable) Errors of Execution
- Classroom Environment Scale
- Class Size Reduction: Lessons Learned from Experience
- Dollars and Sense: The Cost Effectiveness of Small Schools (PDF document)
- "School Size, Violence, Cost, and Achievement" (2003) A report to the NJ Commission on Business Efficiency of Public Schools

Learning Environment
- A Framework for Success for All Students (PDF)
- Block Scheduling: The Key to Quality Learning Time
o Center for Social Organization of Schools
o Creating an Effective Physical Classroom Environment
o Creating a Personalized and Orderly Learning Environment in High School
o Flexible School Facilities
o Health and Academics
o Impact of Facilities on Learning (National Clearinghouse for Educational Facilities)
o Instructional Approaches: A Framework for Professional Practice
o The Learning Partnerships Specialist: Building the New and Needed Web of Learning Support
o Making Schools Places Where Everyone Succeeds: Belonging is Necessary for Learning

o National Center for School Engagement
o National Clearinghouse for Comprehensive School Reform
o National Dignity in Schools Campaign
o New Century Schoolhouse
o Problem-Based Learning
o School As A Caring Community Profile—II (SCCP-II)

o Some Simple and Yet Overlooked Common Sense Tips For A More Effective Classroom Environment
o Student Context, Student Attitudes and Behavior, and Academic Achievement
o Years of Promise: A Comprehensive Learning Strategy for America's Children

Classroom/School Climate

o "Altering the Structure and Culture of American Public Schools" (2003)
o Annenberg Institute for School Reform
o California Healthy Kids Survey
o Climate and Diversity of Educational Institutions
o Developing school connectedness in diverse youth through extracurricular programming
o Examining School Climate: Defining Factors and Educational Influences
o Kettering Scale of School Climate
o Positive School Climate
o Research Brief School Climate
o School Climate
o School Climate Research Summary
o School Size, School Climate, and Student Performance
o The School Climate Challenge Narrowing the Gap Between School Climate Research and School Climate Policy, Practice Guidelines and Teacher Education Policy
o The School Environment and Adolescent well-being: Beyond Academics
o Where We Learn: The CUBE Survey of Urban School Climate (PDF)

Related Agencies and Websites
Relevant Publications That Can Be Obtained Through Libraries

- "Classroom social climate and student absences and grades" by Moos, R., & Moos, B. (1978). In: *Journal of Educational Psychology*, 70, 263-269.
- "Two decades of classroom environment research" by Fraser B (1991). In: Fraser B &


We hope these resources met your needs. If not, feel free to contact us for further assistance. For additional resources related to this topic, use our search page to find people, organizations, websites and documents. You may also go to our technical assistance page for more specific technical assistance requests.

If you haven't done so, you may want to contact our sister center, the [Center for School Mental Health](mailto:) at the University of Maryland at Baltimore.

If our website has been helpful, we are pleased and encourage you to use our site or contact our Center in the future. At the same time, you can do your own technical assistance with "The fine Art of Fishing" which we have developed as an aid for do-it-yourself technical assistance.
TOPIC: Classroom Focused Enabling

The following represents a sample of information to get you started and is not meant to be exhaustive. (Note: Clicking on the following links causes a new window to be opened. To return to this window, close the newly opened one).

Center Developed Resources and Tools

Continuing Education Module

- Continuing Education Module: Enhancing Classroom Approaches for Addressing Barriers to Learning: Classroom-Focused Enabling
- Accompanying Readings and Tools: Enhancing Classroom Approaches for Addressing Barriers To Learning: Classroom Focused Enabling

Articles and Books

- Early School Adjustment Problems: Some Perspectives and a Project Report
- The Implementation Guide to Student Learning Supports in the Classroom and Schoolwide
- Opening the Gates: Learning Supports at Elizabeth Learning Center
- Training Tutorial
- Involving Teachers in Collaborative Efforts to Better Address Barriers to Student Learning
- A School-Wide Component to Address Barriers To Learning

Newsletter Articles

- Opening the Classroom Door (Spring, '01)
- Featured Newsletter article (Winter, '02), Re-engaging Students in Learning at School.
- Enabling Learning in the Classroom: A Primary Mental Health Concern (Spring '98)

Quickfind

- Classroom Management
- The Enabling Component: Addressing Barriers to Learning by Enabling Students to Succeed

Quick Training Aid

- Re-engaging Students in Learning

Resource Aid Packets

- Addressing Barriers to Learning: A Set of Surveys to Map What a School Has and What it Needs
Technical Assistance Sampler

- A Sampling of Outcome Findings from Interventions Relevant to Addressing Barriers to Learning
  - Appendix A: Classroom Focused Enabling - Small Classes/Small Schools
  - Appendix A: Classroom Focused Enabling - Prereferral Intervention Efforts
  - Appendix A: Classroom Focused Enabling - Tutoring
  - Appendix A: Classroom Focused Enabling - Alternative Schools
  - Appendix A: Classroom Focused Enabling - Health/Mental Health Education

Tools for Practice

- Classroom-based Approaches to Enable and Re-engage Students in Classroom Learning: A Self-Study Survey
- The Implementation Guide to Student Learning Supports in the Classroom and Schoolwide

Relevant Publications on the Internet

- Active Learning, ERIC Digest
- Authentic Writing Assessment, Eric Digest
- Responsive Classrooms: Teaching Children to Care
- Classroom strategies for helping at-risk students
- Educational Commission of the States (2000). Environment as and Integrating Context for Learning
- Paraprofessionals in Educational Settings, Data Trends
- Teacher Collaboration in Urban Secondary Schools, ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education

Related Agencies and Websites

- Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD) provides professional development in curriculum and supervision; initiates and support activities to provide educational equity for all students; and serves as a world-class leader in education information services.
- Lesson Plans Master Index. Provides information on Active Learning, cooperative Learning, Teaching Strategies, and Teaching in Block Time
- National Middle School Association
- Provides information on Active Learning, Cooperative Learning, Teaching Strategies, and Teaching in Block Time.

Publications that can be obtained at your local library

- High Schools of the Millennium: Report of the Workgroup American Youth Policy Forum
(August 2000).

- **Improving schools from within: Teachers, parents, and principles can make a difference.** Barth, R.S. (1990). San Francisco: Jossey-Bass

We hope these resources met your needs. If not, feel free to contact us for further assistance. For additional resources related to this topic, use our search page to find people, organizations, websites and documents. You may also go to our technical assistance page for more specific technical assistance requests.

If you haven't done so, you may want to contact our sister center, the Center for School Mental Health at the University of Maryland at Baltimore.

If our website has been helpful, we are pleased and encourage you to use our site or contact our Center in the future. At the same time, you can do your own technical assistance with "**The fine Art of Fishing**" which we have developed as an aid for do-it-yourself technical assistance.
The Center’s Training Tutorials are organized topically, with readings and related activities for “preheating,” active learning, and follow-up. All readings and activity guides are available on the website of the national Center for Mental Health in Schools at UCLA.

http://smhp.psych.ucla.edu

CLASSROOM CHANGES TO ENHANCE & REENGAGE STUDENTS IN LEARNING

Overview Guide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial Resources to “Preheat” Exploration of this Matter</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt;Enabling Learning in the Classroom (newsletter article)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;Opening the Classroom Door (newsletter article)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;Reengaging Students in Classroom Learning (Tutorial flyer)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Learning Sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic 1: Getting out of the box: Rethinking what’s possible in the classroom</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading. From: Enhancing Classroom Approaches for Addressing Barriers to Learning: Classroom Focused Enabling (Module II, Unit A)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity. Use the various attached materials as stimuli and tools to focus application of what has been read</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Outline What Has Been Learned so Far - Develop a brief outline of what seem to be the most important features of good teaching. (use the attached worksheet)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Discussion Session Exploring the Outlined Features – Form an informal discussion and/or a formal study group (see the attached guide sheet)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Outline revision – Make ongoing revisions in the outline (see the attached guide)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Review the self-study survey entitled: Classroom-Focused Enabling</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Topic 2: Engaging and Re-engaging Students in Classroom Learning: Understanding Student Motivation**  

*Reading.* From: *Enhancing Classroom Approaches for Addressing Barriers to Learning: Classroom Focused Enabling*, (Module II, Unit B)  

*Activity.* Use the various attached materials as stimuli and tools to focus application of what has been read:  

1. *Write and discuss: Engaged and unengaged learning* (use the attached worksheet as guide)  
2. *Classroom observation: Engaged learning* (see attached guide)

**Topic 3: Engaging and Re-engaging Students in Classroom Learning: General Classroom Practices**  

*Reading.* From: *Enhancing Classroom Approaches for Addressing Barriers to Learning: Classroom Focused Enabling*, (Module II, Unit C)  

*Activity.* Use the various attached materials as stimuli and tools to focus application of what has been read:  

1. *Lesson Plan – Facilitating Motivation* (see attached guide)

**Follow-up for Ongoing Learning**

1. The *Quick Finds* section of the Center website offers topic areas that are regularly updated with new reports, publications, internet sites, and centers specializing in the topic. Stakeholders can keep current on *Creating an Enabling Component* by visiting topic areas such as:

   - Classroom Focused Enabling
   - Dropout Prevention
   - Environments that support learning
   - Mentoring
   - Model Programs
   - Motivation
   - Peer relationships and peer counseling

   - Prevention for students “at risk”
   - Resilience and protective factors
   - Social Promotion
   - Technology as an intervention tool
   - Tutoring
   - Volunteers in Schools

2. Consider forming ongoing study groups.

3. Request ongoing inservice training on related matters.
Surveying and Planning to Enhance Efforts to Address Barriers to Learning at a School Site

The following resource aides were designed as a set of self-study surveys to aid school staff as they try to map and analyze their current programs, services, and systems with a view to developing a comprehensive, multifaceted approach to addressing barriers to learning.

In addition to an overview Survey of Learning Supports System Status, there are self-study surveys to help think about ways to address barriers to student learning by enhancing

- Classroom-based Approaches to Enable and Re-engage Students in Classroom Learning
- Crisis Assistance and Prevention
- Support for Transitions
- Home Involvement in Schooling
- Community Outreach for Involvement and Support
- Student and Family Assistance Programs and Services
- School-Community Collaboration
**About the Self-Study Process to Enhance the Component for Addressing Barriers to Student Learning**

This type of self-study is best done by teams.

However, it is *NOT* about having another meeting and/or getting through a task!

It is about moving on to better outcomes for students through

- working together to understand what is and what might be
- clarifying gaps, priorities, and next steps

Done right it can

- counter fragmentation and redundancy
- mobilize support and direction
- enhance linkages with other resources
- facilitate effective systemic change
- integrate all facets of systemic change and counter marginalization of the component to address barriers to student learning

A group of school staff (teachers, support staff, administrators) could use the items to discuss how the school currently addresses any or all of the areas of the component to address barriers (the enabling component). Members of a team initially might work separately in responding to survey items, but the real payoff comes from group discussions.

The items on a survey help to clarify

- what is currently being done and whether it is being done well and
- what else is desired.

This provides a basis for a discussion that

- analyzes whether certain activities should no longer be pursued (because they are not effective or not as high a priority as some others that are needed).
- decides about what resources can be redeployed to enhance current efforts that need embellishment
- identifies gaps with respect to important areas of need.
- establishes priorities, strategies, and timelines for filling gaps.

The discussion and subsequent analyses also provide a form of quality review.
Classroom-based Approaches to Enable and Re-engage Students in Classroom Learning: A Self-Study Survey

This arena provides a fundamental example not only of how learning supports overlap regular instructional efforts, but how they add value to prevailing efforts to improve instruction. Classroom-based efforts to enable learning can (a) prevent problems, (b) facilitate intervening as soon as problems are noted, (c) enhance intrinsic motivation for learning, and (d) re-engage students who have become disengaged from classroom learning. This is accomplished by increasing teachers' effectiveness so they can account for a wider range of individual differences, foster a caring context for learning, and prevent and handle a wider range of problems when they arise. Effectiveness is enhanced through personalized staff development and opening the classroom door to others who can help. One objective is to provide teachers with the knowledge and skills to develop a classroom infrastructure that transforms a big class into a set of smaller ones. Such a focus is essential for increasing the effectiveness of regular classroom instruction, supporting inclusionary policies, and reducing the need for specialized services.

Work in this arena requires programmatic approaches and systems designed to personalize professional development of teachers and support staff, develop the capabilities of paraeducators and other paid assistants and volunteers, provide temporary out of class assistance for students, and enhance resources. For example: personalized help is provided to increase a teacher's array of strategies for accommodating, as well as teaching students to compensate for, differences, vulnerabilities, and disabilities. Teachers learn to use paid assistants, peer tutors, and volunteers in targeted ways to enhance social and academic support.

As appropriate, support in the classroom also is provided by resource and itinerant teachers and counselors. This involves restructuring and redesigning the roles, functions, and staff development of resource and itinerant teachers, counselors, and other pupil service personnel so they are able to work closely with teachers and students in the classroom and on regular activities.
Classroom-based Approaches ...

Indicate all items that apply.

I. Opening the Classroom Door

A. Are others invited into the classroom to assist in enhancing classroom approaches?
   1. aides (e.g., paraeducators; other paid assistants)?
   2. older students?
   3. other students in the class?
   4. volunteers?
   5. parents?
   6. resource teacher?
   7. specialists?
   8. other? (specify)______________________

B. Are there programs to train aides, volunteers, and other "assistants" who come into the classrooms to work with students who need help?

II. Redesigning Classroom Approaches to Enhance Teacher Capability to Prevent and Handle Problems and Reduce Need for out of Class Referrals

A. Is instruction personalized (i.e., designed to match each student’s motivation and capabilities)?

B. When needed, is in-classroom special assistance provided?

C. Are there small group and independent learning options?

D. Are behavior problems handled in ways designed to minimize a negative impact on student attitudes toward classroom learning?

E. Is there a range of curricular and instructional options and choices?

F. Are prereferral interventions used?

G. Are materials and activities upgraded to
   1. ensure there are enough basic supplies in the classroom?
   2. increase the range of high-motivation activities (keyed to the interests of students in need of special attention)?
   3. include advanced technology?
   4. other? (specify)______________________

H. Are regular efforts to foster social and emotional development supplemented?
Classroom-based Approaches (cont.)

I. Which of the following can teachers request as special interventions?

1. Family problem solving conferences?
2. Exchange of students to improve student-teacher match and for a fresh start?
3. Referral for specific services?
4. Other (specify) ____________________________

J. What programs are there for temporary out-of-class help?

1. a family center providing student & family assistance?
2. designated problem remediation specialists?
3. a "time out" situation?
4. Other? (specify) ____________________________

K. What is done to assist a teacher who has difficulty with limited English speaking students?

1. Is the student reassigned?
2. Does the teacher receive professional development related to working with limited English speaking students?
3. Does a bilingual coordinator offer consultation?
4. Is a bilingual aide assigned to the class?
5. Are volunteers brought in to help (e.g., parents, peers)?
6. Other? (specify) ____________________________

III. Enhancing and Personalizing Professional Development

A. Are teachers clustered for support and staff development?
B. Are demonstrations provided?
C. Are workshops and readings offered regularly?
D. Is consultation available from persons with special expertise such as
   1. learning supports staff (e.g., psychologist, counselor, social worker, nurse)?
   2. resource specialists and/or special education teachers?
   3. members of special committees?
   4. bilingual and/or other coordinators?
   5. other? (specify) ____________________________
E. Is there a formal mentoring program?
F. Is team teaching or co-teaching used as an opportunity for teachers to learn on the job?
G. Is the school creating a learning community?
H. Is there staff social support?
I. Is there formal conflict mediation/resolution for staff?  

J. Is there a focus on learning how to integrate intrinsic motivation into teaching and classroom management?  

K. Is there assistance in learning to use advanced technology?  

L. Other (specify) ____________________________  

IV. Curricular Enrichment and Adjunct Programs  

A. What types of technology are available to the classroom?  

1. Are there computers in the classroom?  
2. Is there a computer lab?  
3. Is computer assisted instruction offered?  
4. Are there computer literacy programs?  
5. Are computer programs used to address ESL needs?  
6. Does the classroom have video recording capability?  
7. Is instructional TV used in the classroom?  
8. Is there a multimedia lab?  
9. Other? (specify) ____________________________  

B. What curricular enrichment and adjunct programs do teachers use?  

1. Are library activities used regularly?  
2. Is music/art used regularly?  
3. Is health education a regular part of the curriculum?  
4. Are student performances regular events?  
5. Are there several field trips a year?  
6. Are there student council and other leaders opportunities?  
7. Are there school environment projects such as  
   a. mural painting?  
   b. horticulture/gardening?  
   c. school clean-up and beautification?  
   d. other? (specify) ____________________________  
8. Are there special school-wide events such as  
   a. sports  
   b. clubs and similar organized activities?  
   c. publication of a student newspaper?  
   d. sales events?  
   e. poster contests?  
   f. essay contests?  
   g. a book fair?  
   h. pep rallies/contests?  
   i. attendance competitions?  
   j. attendance awards/assemblies?  
   k. other? (specify) ____________________________  
9. Are guest contributors used (e.g., outside speakers/performers)?  
10. Other (specify) ____________________________
V. Classroom and School-wide Approaches Used to Create and Maintain a Caring and Supportive Climate

A. Are there school-wide approaches for
   1. creating and maintaining a caring and supportive climate?
   2. supporting high standards for positive behavior?
   3. Other (specify) _________________________

B. Are there classroom approaches for
   1. creating and maintaining a caring and supportive climate?
   2. supporting high standards for positive behavior?
   3. Other (specify) _________________________

VI. Capacity Building for Classroom-based Approaches

A. Are there programs to enhance broad stakeholder involvement in classroom-based approaches?

B. Programs used to meet the educational needs of personnel related to classroom-based approaches –
   1. Is there ongoing training for learning supports staff with respect to classroom-based approaches?
   2. Is there ongoing training for others involved in providing classroom-based approaches (e.g., teachers, peer buddies, office staff, administrators)?
   3. Other (specify) _________________________

C. Which of the following topics are covered in educating stakeholders?
   1. How others can work effectively in the classroom?
   2. Re-engaging students who have disengaged from classroom learning
   3. Personalizing instruction
   4. Addressing learning, behavior, and emotional problems
   5. Enriching options and facilitating student and family involvement in decision making

D. Indicate below other things you want the school to do to assist a teacher's efforts to address barriers to students' learning.

Indicate below any other ways used at the school to assist a teacher's efforts to address barriers to students' learning.

Other matters relevant to Classroom-based approaches are found in the surveys on

> Support for Transitions
> Home Involvement in Schooling
> Community Involvement and Support
Originals
for
Overheads

The following can be copied to overhead transparencies
to assist in presenting this material.

A. Barriers to Learning
B. Learner Options to Enhance Motivation and Learning
C. Talking with Kids
D. Opening the Classroom Door to Assistance
E. Prereferral Intervention and Re-engaging Students
Barriers to Learning

Range of Learners
(categorized in terms of their response to academic instruction)

I = Motivationally ready & able
   No barriers

   Instructional Component
   (a) Classroom Teaching
   +

   II = & skills/
   different learning rates & styles/
   minor vulnerabilities

   Barriers to Learning

III = Avoidant/
   very deficient in current capabilities/
   has a disability/
   major health problems

Examples of barriers:

- negative attitudes toward schooling
- deficiencies in necessary prerequisite skills
- disabilities
- school and community deficiencies
- lack of peer support
- peers who are negative influences
- lack of home involvement
- lack of recreational opportunities
- lack of community involvement
- inadequate school support services
- inadequate social support services
- inadequate health support services
Learner Options to Enhance Motivation and Learning

Learner Options include:

**Content** - Students should be able to explore content that has personal value.
- Expanding options to include a wide sampling of topics that are currently popular with the majority of students (e.g., animals, sports, music)
- Ask students to identify additional topics they would like included
- Options the teacher identifies as important and worthwhile.

**Process** - Students should be helped to pursue outcomes and levels of competence that reflect their continuing interest and effort.
- Process outcomes can be expanded by adding procedures that are widely popular (e.g., video or audiovisual materials)
- by adding those of special interest to specific students, or
- by adding those newly identified by the teacher.

**Structure** - It is expected that those with the lowest motivation are likely to need the most support and guidance. At the same time, they are likely not to seek help readily. Moreover, those with avoidance motivation tend to react negatively to structure they perceive as used to control them.
Talking with Kids

How to engage youngsters in productive dialogues

1. Create the context for dialogue
   - Create a private space and a climate where the youngster can feel it is safe to talk
   - Clarify the value of keeping things confidential
   - Pursue dialogues when the time, location, and conditions are right.

2. Establish credibility as someone to whom it is worth talking
   - Respond with empathy, warmth, and nurturance
   - Show genuine regard and respect
   - Use active and undistracted listening

3. Facilitate talk: be an active listener
   - Avoid interruptions
   - Start slowly, avoid asking questions, and minimize pressure to talk
   - Encourage the youngster to take the lead

Remember: short periods of silence are part of the process and should be accommodated.
Opening the Classroom Door to Assistance and Partnerships

Some examples of Opening the Door

- Using Aides/Volunteers in targeted ways
- Team Teaching
- Collaboration with Special Educators and other Specialists

When a classroom successfully joins with its surrounding community, everyone has the opportunity to learn and to teach. Indeed, most schools do their job better when they are an integral and positive part of the community. The array of people who might be of assistance are:

- Aides and a variety of Volunteers
- Other regular classroom teachers
- Family members
- Students
- Specialist teachers and support service personnel
- School administrators
- Classified staff
- Professionals-in-training
Prereferral Intervention and Re-engaging Students in Learning

A Prereferral intervention process delineates steps and strategies to guide teachers seeking information about what may be causing a youngster’s problems.

Some Steps in Prereferral Intervention are:

1. **Understanding the Problem**:
   - Get the youngster’s view of what’s wrong.
   - Build a positive working relationship with the youngster and family.
   - Ask about what the youngster doesn’t like at school.
   - Explore the reasons for dislikes.
   - Explore possible causal factors.
   - Explore what the youngster and those in the home think can be done to make things better.
   - Discuss some new things the youngster and those in the home would be willing to try.

2. **Try new strategies in the classroom**
   - Make changes to improve the match between the student’s problem and his/her interests and capabilities.

3. If the new strategies don’t work, *talk to others* at the school.

4. If necessary, use the *school’s referral processes*
   - If necessary include other staff in a special discussion with the youngster exploring reasons for the problem and ways to enhance positive involvement at school and in class.

5. Work with referral resources to *coordinate your efforts* with theirs.
To maintain a broad perspective of the reforms needed to address barriers to learning, we organize our thinking and materials around the following topics:

**SYSTEMIC CONCERNS**

- **Policy Issues & Research Base**
  - the concept of MH in schools
  - addressing barriers to student learning
  - MH in schools & school reform and restructuring
  - research base
  - rethinking student support
  - integrating school and community
  - issues related to working in rural, urban, and suburban areas

- **Developing Comprehensive, Multifaceted, and Integrated Approaches**

- **Systemic Changes & Enhancing and Sustaining Systems/Programs/Services**
  - collaborative teams
  - mapping and analyzing resources
  - school-community-family connections
  - restructuring student support programs
  - financial strategies
  - evaluation, quality control, and standards
  - sustainability and scale-up
  - reframing staff roles and functions
  - involving stakeholders in decisions

- **Building System Capacity and Networking**

**PROGRAM & PROCESS CONCERNS**

- **Program Areas**
  - promoting healthy social-emotional development & resilience
  - classroom enhancement & youth development
  - support for transitions
  - crisis/violence response and prevention (including safe schools)
  - parent/home involvement
  - community outreach (use of volunteers/trainees)
  - student and family assistance (screening/assessment, least intervention needed, prereferral interventions, triage & ref. processes, short-term student counseling, family counseling and support, case monitoring/management, confidentiality)

- **Processes to Develop Comprehensive Approaches & School-Community Connections**
  - enabling component
  - school-based clinics
  - financing

- **Staff Development Tools**
  - staff capacity building & support
  - cultural competence
  - minimizing staff burnout

**PSYCHOSOCIAL & MENTAL HEALTH CONCERNS**

- drug/alcohol abuse
- depression/suicide
- grief
- dropout prevention
- learning problems
- attention problem
- school adjustment (incl. newcomer acculturation)
- pregnancy prevention/support
- eating problems (anorexia, bulimia)
- physical/sexual abuse
- neglect
- violence, bullying, gangs
- behavior problems

Center for Mental Health in Schools, UCLA
Howard Adelman & Linda Taylor, Co-Directors
Phone: (310) 825-3634; Fax: (310) 206-8716
Web: [http://smhp.psych.ucla.edu](http://smhp.psych.ucla.edu)